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Andrew Haines: A Memorial
It was with a deep senseofsorrow and
penitence that the sour tiding of the death
of Prof. Andrew Haines was received by
the Black Law Sb.Jdents Association, the
William Mitchell College of Law Com
munity, the Minnesota Minority Lawyers
Association and his family and friends.
Prof. Haines taught at William Mitchell
CollegeofLaw for about seventeen years.
He was the first person ofAfrican descent
to achieve tenure as a law professor in
Minnesota. Prof. Haines' contribution to,
and representation of, the plight of mi
norities as a person first and then as a
professor, was of expressive and indica
tive amplitude. Prof. Haines was recog
nized by the Association of American
Law Schools Minority Group as the out-

standingprofessorofthe 1988-1989 school
year for his "significant contributioos as a
scholar on the academy," and for his law
review articles which "expressed a keen,
insightful and a wonderful candid view of
the plight minorities, particularly the mi
nority law teacher," and his "sound, wise
and helpful advice on teaching methodol
ogy." Prof. Haines had worlced hard for,
deserved, and was justifiably proud of this
recognition.
At Prof. Haines' funeral, Prof. Ken
Kirwin mollified the hearts of those in at
tendance whenhe said: "Andrew..., [{Jin.ally,
thank you for demonstrating the strength of
character to persevere through adversity, to
suffer injustices and still maintain a sense of
humor, energy and sincerity."

Prof. Haines will live in our memories
until we all rejoin those that have gone
before us; somewhere beyond the moun
tains and behind clouds ofthis life. As Prof.
Haines walked through the bushes of life,
he left behind a path for many to follow. He
reminded us that fairness is not automatic
and that justice is not just a concept but a
universal intricacy of human experience
and dignity. Justice is not a question of who
is right or wrong, but rather a way of ap
preciating the fact that people are not only
different from group to group, but also
from person to person.
To say that the untimely "passing" of
Prof. Haines is tragic is another way to say
that tragedy should make us feel a deep
sense of waste at the untimely expiration of

An••w Haines
a person who we heartily remember as
preeminently chivalrous and gallant. Death,
regardless ofwhen and how itcomes about,
is a force beyond human control.
We will never come to terms with
why Death snatched Prof. Haines away
S.e HAINES, page 4

Summer in Madrid

Living Like a Madrileiia
by Margi• Skelton

Wilbmn Mitcltall students who pstldpated In the Swnmer London Program

Su111111er in London

Law in Lolldon
by Tamara Tegeler

Sixteen William Mitchell students par
ticipated in the William Mitchell Summer
London Program this year. The courses
offered were Comparative Judicial Admin
istration, taught by Professors Maynard
Pirsig & Jennifer Brooks, and International
Business Transactions, taught by Professor
Carter Bishop. In addition to these courses,
students also had the option to do indepen
dent study projects. Classes were held from
May 21 through July 3, with the first three
weeks at William Mitchell and then three
weeks at Regents College in London.
The course schedules included the usual
classwork. plus guest speakers and field
trips. The workload was heavier during the
first three weeks to allow greater flexibility
in London. While in London, classes were
scheduled in the morning with tours in the
afternoon. Students visited the Inns of
Court, The Royal Courts of Justice, and
Parliament. One afternoon was spent ob
serving criminal trials at Old Bailey. And,

in perhaps the most enlightening part of the
program, students were paired with solici
tors to observe English Jaw firms.
Students stayed at the Inter-Attica Ho
tel, a lOminute walk from Regents College.
The hotel was located near stores, restau
rants, the Baker Street tube station, and of
course, pubs. When not in class or in the
pubs, a million distractions made studying
an ordeal: museums, historical sites,
shopping, walking tours, concerts, and
theatre. As if this weren't enough, students
and faculty also took advantage of
opportunitues for distraction outside of
London. Many students took weekend ex
cursions to Scotland or spent a day at a
nearby castle. Several tennis-cra7.edscholars
managed to spend a day at Wimbledon.
Professor Bishop and Program Director
Professor Roger Haydock renfe(l motor
cycles and travelled for an entire weeked.
One lucky student even made it to Paris.
William Mitchell's Summer London

lee tOIIH#, page 4

I studied law, yet it was one of the best
summers of my life. After my first year of
law school, I knew I wanted to -do some
thing different. When I saw the College of
William and Mary summer program in
Madrid, I knew it was exactly what I wanted
to do. Armed with my college Spanish,
which I bad neglected to look at after my
last Spanish class three years previously, I
set out for an adventure.
I arrived two weeks before theprQgram
began. During that time I immersed myself
in Spanish language and culture. Another
WMCL student, Michelle Foster, had been
living in Madrid for the previous month and
had found us an apartment in downtown
Madrid. We shared our flat with a Spaniard
anda woman from Germany who also spoke
Spanish. It was an apartment rule that we
could speak only Spanish. It was difficult at
first but my Spanish improved one hundred
percent It's amazing how fast you can
learn when you're forced to speak Spanish
twenty four hours a day.
The night life wasn't as difficult to get
used to. However, I'm convinced that the
Madrilenos don't sleep. The bars and dis
cos don't get going until midnight and are
open until six a.m. It wasn't unusual to wait
in line to get into a popular disco at five a.m.
even on a week night We danced salsa.a
popular Latin American dance, almost ev
ery night This hip-swinging dance, which
was relatively easy to learn, kept the crowds
hopping all night long. Music from the
movie Grease was also really popular, for
some reason. The younger crowd really got
into it, to the extent ofdressing in the fifties
style. The teuaz.as, sidewalk cafes, were
packed as well, every night of the week.
After classes started it was difficult to
jive with my accustomed nightlife. So I
began to live like a true Machileffo and not
sleep. Actually, I took advantage of the

siesta from two p.m. until five p.m. wnen
everything shuts down so the city can eat
and sleep for a few hours. The classes were
worth missing sleep. All of my teachers
were Spanish law professors and two of
them are currently teaching at Harvard. The
European Economic Community class was
the most difficult and my favorite. It was
interesting to see the current transition of
Spain, which is in the midst of change, in
order to get ready for the 1992 deadline
when the Member States will open up their
borders and become the European Eco
nomic Community. It's analogous to when
the fifty states became the United States. It
was especially interesting the hear the in
side story from someone actually involved
in the negotiations.
During the program there was time to
travel. Probably the most memorable expe
rience was Pamplona daring Sao Fermin,
commonly called the running of the bulls. I
don't think anyone has experienced sheer
terror until they hear the rocket sound and
they begin to run, knowing bulls that have
previously gored people are chasing them
down a street. It was against the law for
womentorun,soofcourselhadtodoit To
be honest I ran at the front of the crowd and
the bulls never came near me. The excite
ment of running with thousands of crazed
people in red and white yelling "toros" was
enough. Andifyou've seen the commercial
with Spike Lee it's pretty accurate. In fact
Spike ran by me. It's amazing how much
taller he looks in the movies.
However the bestpartoflivingin Spain
was the Spanish attitude towards life. In
Spain people are generally happy. In fact it
is their focus in life to be socially involved
with friends and family. There isn't the
United State's preoccupation with wealth
and material things. In fact work is consid
ered bad. Work is something you have todo
le• SPAIN, pag• 4
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from us in such a trodden manner of
agony and anxiety, but like others who went
before him, Prof. Haines' time had simply
come. He had done the job that His heav
enly father had asked him to do. His father
should be pleased with him. His death was
a justa time to move on. His death was just
another pitch to the old strike that the tor
ments and miseries of everyone will sooner
or later come to an end. His death un
scrambled our ancient belief that if we do
not find a better way to achieve our desires,
we will all in the end, find a better place.
The entire body ofthe different groups
to which Prof. Haines was related, have
expressed their regretas to his sudden death.
This has been the case regardless of the
differences that may have existed while
Prof. Haines was with us. That is good. It
is only by deliberating our differences that
we can, as a world team. achieve an under
stµiding as to who will play center-field in
this baseball game of life. We are going to
miss Prof. Andrew Haines. We are going to
miss him who and what he was. He was a
father, a friend, a brother and a husband.

annual Andrew HainesAwardofwhichProf.
Prof. Haines may undoubtedly be remem
Chris Jones was its first recipient in 1991.
bered by many as a symbol of "how things
Prof. Haines will be missed by the
went wrong" when there is misgiving of
entire
William Mitchell College of Law
civility. Others will remember him as a
Community,
and especially by those whose
professor who was given a teaching oppor~
interests
he
safely guarded as a person.
tunity by William Mitchell College ofLaw
Prof.
Haines
tried to live a life of accom
and who did the besthe could. Even though
and
achievement, and for that
plishment
toward the end of Prof. Haines' teaching
sake
we
bow
in
our earnest and candid
career, his relationship with the College
gratefulness.
May
his soul and the soul of
could have been better, we must not forget
Prof.
Bernie
Becker
rest in peace.
the Faculty, students and staff of William
Mitchell who gave moral and educational
Ignatius Udeanl
support to Prof. Haines. Among these in
VIC8 Prelidat, Block I.aw Stwle,,ts Assodatlo11
dividuals is Prof. Mary Dean. Prof. Haines,
nomatterwhereheis, willalwaysappreciate
all that Prof. Mary Dean did for him. Prof.
Haines' untimely expiration will forever
stay in ourhearts as a distressful experience
frompag• 1
of sorrow and penitence.
Program is a unique opportunity which
Prof. Haines lived to see some of the
few American law students have the chance
fruits of his labor that were common to his
professional and personal encounters. He - to experience. The exposure to legal con
cepts while immersed in the culture that
lived to see William Mitchell begin to work
createdand perpetuates them provides much
towards addressing questions of diversity,
more understanding andinsight than merely
and a broader recognition of the place
women andminorities have in the study and reading from a book. Provided you do plan
in advance and exercise restraint in Lon
practice of law. Among other things, Prof.
don, where everything is very expensive,
Haines lived to see the establishment of the

LONDON,

the cost is not much more than regular
tuition. Information for next summer's
program should start trickling out from
appropriate channels during spring semes
ter. Consider the London Program an ex
cellent alternative to grim job prospects for
next summer, as well as a great way to earn
six credits and sneak in a vacation you'll
never forget.

SPAIII, front page J
in order to live. My Spanish constitu
tional law teacher explained the attitude
difference this way: in Spain, people work
to live~ ,to have sufficient food, a house
and money to go out. In the United States
people work to live~. a bigger house, a
better car or a promotion. The Spanish
people live for the day and don't look to the
future. It's a totally different way of look
ing at life. People in Spain are fond of
saying, disfruta la vida, enjoy the life.
I know I enjoyed the life this summer
and I hope some of the Spanish attitude
rubbed off on me. Viva Espana!

Law in London
PHOTOS FROMTH E
WMCL LONDON
ABROAD PROGRAM
PHOTOS BY PATRICIA GUTHRIE
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How to Enjoy the Legal Profession in the _1990s
Minnesota Supreme Court Justice Esther Tomlianovich's address to WMCL graduates
Submitted by Carol L Bau11
April 19, 1991
Thank you very much for asking me to
be here; it's both an honor and a pleasure.
Unlike many talks I'm asked to make, I
feel completely qualified to speak on the
subject I've been asked to address today.
I've never met anyone who has had
more fun or accumulated more truly close
friends from being a part of the legal profes
sion than I have.
That's part ofwhy it bothers me a great
deal to learn that so many people in the
profession these days have such a radically
different experience. As a lawyer for some
35 years and judge for nearly 20, it's no fun
to hear some ofthe best and brightest people
I've worked with honestly lament ever hav
ing applied to law school.
It's also rather bothersome to see the
reams of well-documented articles written
abotit the lack of civility in the courtroom as
well as in the practice of law in general.
Are the two related? Is there a link
between the discouragement intelligent
young people feel when they actually get out
into practice and the direction those of us
who've been around for awhile have al
lowed our :profession to take? I think the
answ~ is ~ost ceytainly, "Yes."
Think back to your own days in law
school-for some of us that requires a bit of
stretch. If there's one thing we all knew, it
was that we werebeing enlightened by virtue
of the famed "Socratic Method"- a silly
title for a means of instruction that bas al
most nothing to do with Socrates, except
perhaps that mostlawprofessors are about as
distasteful to their students as Socrates was
to the people of Athens.
The people I talk about surviving the
Socratic method these days recall an atmo
sphere that stresses conflict, competition,
and confrontation. They talk about instruc
tion that devalues individual experience in
favor of abstract, almost sacred "legal prin
ciples." More than a few have aptly de
scribed law school as a "boot camp" sort of
experience where conformity is the name of
the game and nothing is offlimits in attempt
ing to beat the competition. We've all heard
tales of books being hidden or taken from
libraries, notes and outlines mysteriously
disappearing, and friendships being strained
or destroyed in the chase for the most pres
tigious jobs.
The point I'mgetting at is that we really
shouldn't be too surprised that young law
yers carry this mindset with them into law
firms and courtrooms. Itjustiso'tdifficultto
understand that they view the practice oflaw
as a veritable battlefield, a win at any cost
undertaking-especially when so many of
us seem all too willing to exploit those atti
tudes.
Isaw a ratherlengthy article in Sunday's
Star Tribune about the introduction of ethics
classes in high schools. It quoted a consult
ant working in Edina about ·a California
study that "showed that most kids cheat,
know other kids cheat, and.n o onecares. The
relationships between kids are appalling
the sarcasm, the put downs, the targeting of
other kids." ·· He went on to say, ''We're
creating a group ofintellectual psychopaths,
people who have knowledge without con
science.".
Sounds a little close to home.
I like to think that most of the problems
law schools create and experience stem from
their overwhelmingly male orientation, em
phasizing conflict and confrontation as the
best and often the only means of resolving
disputes. Perhaps we would see more desir
able results from law schools that empha
sized collaboration, negotiation, and
accomodation-all solid feminist values
rather than combat. After all, a less male
oriented and dominated instruction style
wouldsimplyreflectreality-therearemore
of us than there are of you.
So some bright, interesting individual
manages to survive the grind and the bore
dom of law school. Then what? She's out
into the "real world" of cut throat competi:
tion and superhuman expectations. Just take
a look at what some ofthe "major"law firms
c~osider reasonable billable.h ~ for new
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associates these days.
I'm disappointed, though not ll,t all sur
prised, to learn that although women now
enter private practice at about the same rate
as do men, only half of those women are still
in private practice after five years.
It seems to me that private practice is
often just as difficult for me to square with a
healthy, complete lifestyle as it is for women.
But the law firm culture creates bigger prob
lems for women sooner, in large part for no
other reason than biology. Dear old Eliza
beth in the Bible managed to conceive a
child in her later years, but most of us don't
want to take a chance on that.
Having a baby is a normal and natmal
thingtodo--men always tell ustbcirm.others
managed just fine. But while normal and
natural, it's also difficult, uncomfortable and
just flat exhausting. Pregnancy is definitely
llll1 compatible with 10-hour days and 6-day
weeks.
And if the pregnancy is time consum
ing, caring for an infant is even more so.
'There are 2 a.m feedings to deal with, colic
to ride out, child care to get to before dawn

on frigid winter mornings. We all know
these demands are part of the "normal and
natural" process of childbearing. Yet the
law firm culture seems all too often either
oblivious or affirmatively ignorant, leaving
women-since we remain the primary
caregivers in most situations-with unac
ceptable choices: resign yourself to absentee
parenthood; scratch children off the list en
tirely; or accept being relegated to the
"mommy track:" at work.
These aren't just unacceptable on an
individual level; they ought to be unaccept
able to a healthy society as well. Those of
you who know me have heard me preach for
years about the importance of making it
possible for bright, talented people to raise
children that will make for a bright talented
nextgeneration. You'vealsonodoubtheard
me gripe about how difficult it is for absen
tee parents to raise healthy, well-adjusted
children; it's tough for the kids and it's tough
for the parents. Trying to be superlawyer
and superman all at the same time is no
picnic.
I don't want to suggest that I'm inter-

ested in a kind ofRonald Reagan-style return
to the glorious 50s when mom stayed home
and cooked aild cleaned, and dad worked
dawn to dusk and had to be reminded ofhis
kid's name at high school graduation. Hived
through that time and there isn't much Iliked
about it.
Whatlam suggestingis that we.allhave
a stake in seeing to it that parents have the
opportunity to parent. And I don't think law
firms-even the biggest and most power
ful- are exempt. It seems to me that firms
that don't make reasonable accomodations
for family life are going to have a tough time
attracting the top notch people they want in
the future. I am well aware of the current
economic situation and of the increasingly
difficult time the thousands of lawy~ the
law schools keep turning out are having
landing a job, but these are smart people who
are sooner or later going to start drawing a
line in the sand, so to speak, and refusing to
accept what the law firms seem to be set on
demanding.
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Response to WLSA Letter
I was surprised that Sue Nipe didn't
choose this forum for her annual greeting.
Oddly enough, I've come to enjoy the an
nual "dysfunctional"letterasanotherriteof
fall.
To tell you the truth, I'm a little irri
tated Sue chose to write her letter to women
students. For one, she spent student funds
on stamps and copying that could have gone
to better uses, and two, she completely
excluded men. Sue has said over and over
that men are welcome to join WLSA, but
again, her actions prove thatsheisn 'tsincere.
Last Spring WLSA requested SBA
funds for a visit to the women's prison. The
SBA bent over backwards, took money out
of their reserve, and funded the program.
The next week an announcement was posted
which stated thatmen would only be allowed
to auendifthe trip didn 'tfill up with women.
NotjusunembersofWLSA. butanywomen.
It didn't matter if the men belonged to
WLSA, they wouldn't be allowed to attend
if a woman wanted to go. Needless to say,
the SBA was dismayed and asked WLSA to
soften their stance. Sue Nipe and Lisa
Sexton of WLSA refused all offers of
compromise and wouldn't budge. The SBA
then revoked their funding. Two weeks
later WLSA agreed to the SBA's earlier
compromise offer, and their funding was
restored.
It is kind of ironic, but it was Sue Nipe
who was responsible for the SBA' s
heightened awareness of discrimination.
You see, Sue was on the SBA her first year,
but was defeated the next two. Neverthe
less, she attended every meeting and exhib
ited what I can only describe as intensity. If
not for her, the SBA may have overlooked
WLSA' s discrimination against men. Un
fortunately, Sue didn't like being on the
receiving end for a change and, true to the
ideal ofthe "politically correct'', filed sexual
discrimination complaints against the entire
board. Apparently, in this day and age an
elected representative can't vote his or her
conscience because someone may sue you.
The school has now been paying a special
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investigator for months to look into these
frivolous allegations.
I'm not going to comment on the rest of
Sue's letter with one exception. Some of it
is true, most ofit is not. One sentence states:
"This past spring, the only openly gay fac
ulty/administrator was demoted from Aca
demic Dean." She didn't say so, but I
presume she was talking aboutMattDowns.
I asked Matt and he said that the innuendo
contained in Sue's letter was untrue. Sue
had never contacted him to get the truth.
The truth is that he was ready to step down,
and it had nothing to do with the fact that he
is gay.
I used to bean SBA member, if anyone
is wondering where all this is coming from.
As an SBA member I had an opportunity to
talk to large numbers ofpeople who would
agree that Sue is losing her effectiveness, if
she ever had much, as an advocate for
women. I'm ti.red of her demagoguery and
innuendo. She makes people feel bad.
Enough, already.

Chrlstoph•r A. N•lson
4th Y•ar student

"Uninhibited free
Exchange of Ideas"
Isn't that a part
of law school?
For those of you who know me, my
thoughts and ideas are generally freely
communicated. However, as of late, my
ideas have remained unexpressed. This
letter is intended not only to vent my frus
tration about professors who clearly prevent
this kind of dialogue from occurring, but
also to encourage everyone to speak their
mind.
Recently, during one of my classes, a
professor publicly ridiculed a fellow stu
dent Not only do I find this completely
appalling and downright inconsiderate, it
also disrupts the academic process which a
professor is supposed to encourage. Nei
ther a professor nor any person possesses
the right to be discourteous to a student

C>
People are unimaginably complex. Many
tend to think of persons as "black," ''white,"
"male," ''female," "homosexual," "hetero
sexual," or whatever. But in fact, each of these
groups contain a great variety of individuals,
each one dynamic and probably different from
the stereotypical characteristics associated with
them By attending to an individual's group
status, therefore, while evaluating a person's
character, one often gets only a stereotypical,
distorted image of that individual.
A means by which one may reduce the
chancesofstereotyping while making an evalu
ation of an individual based on her perceived
group would· be to recognize the difference
between a construct and a stereotype. Basi
cally, there are two ideas representing the ex
tremes ofa continuum A construct is basically
acompleximagebasedonmanysmaller,simpler
ones. They are fairly accurate yet no! ililmune
to error. A stereotype, on the other hand, is a
simplified image applied to a particular group.
They are fairly erroneous yet not ililmune to
accuracy. Thus, where one begins to assign
broad generali7.ations to a race or a gender
based on a few simple images, one comes
dangerously close to stereotyping. For ex
ample, when one believes that aggression is a
male characteristic or that nurturing is a female
characteristic, one is stereotyping. A construct,
on the other hand, suggests a more solid and
thoughtful image. It requires using many indi
vidual, clearly identi.fiableimages to build, or
construct, one solid, isolated generalization.
Unfortunately, there is no clear line dividing a
construct from a stereotype. But by observing
the amount and accuracy of the images and the
breadth of the generali7.ation. one should be
able to distinguish the two.
Applying constructs to such broad
groups as a race, gender, or sexual preference is
extremely difficult There is such great diver
sity within each of these groups that isolating a
·group of discrete, clearly identifiable images
shared by all or even most of its members is
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expressing his or her thoughts. As students,
we are attempting to grasp concepts (legal
ones at that) and assemble these with some
type of order in our minds. A professor is
supposed to aid in this process and spur our
curiosity to learn. However, this process
does not occur when a professor pokes fun
at students' curiosity.
Additionally, negative consequences
flow from the professor's conduct First,
other students become apprehensive about
speaking their thoughts. They are discour
aged from uttering even a sentence for fear
of being publicly mocked. As a result,
fewer students express their thoughts. We
are then left with only the professor's views
and consequently his views are thrust upon
us.
Second, classes are minimally valuable
if we are unable to hear our peers express
their ideas. Finally, a tense atmosphere is
created which inhibits mind-provoking class
discussion.
I enjoy class and possess the motiva
tion to learn. The majority of WMCL
professors encourage this free exchange of
ideaswhichincreasesmyeducationaldesire.
But it is disheartening that just one profes
sor has such a dramatic effect on my desire
to learn. Hopefully, all my classma~s
reading this letter will know and understand
my feelings. I encourage all students and
professors to be aware of this problem and
to conscientiously strive to create a respect
ful classroom environment that will allow
the "uninhibited free exchange of ideas."

t.sll• Conl•1
3rd r•ar stud•nt

Smokers Unite
The current building-wide ban on
smoking will not adequately protect the
interestofnonsmokers in breathing smoke
free air and in not having to look at used
cigarette butts. While it is true WMCL
could ban smoking on the grounds-as well
as in the building, the spectre of creating a
junior-high type environment with "burn
outs" huddled in nearby parking lots and
alleys is unappealing.
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The issue is how best to regulate smok
ing. All good intentions and political cor
reclness notwithstanding, banning smok
ing in the building oron the grounds will not
force people to quit smoking. The decision
to smoke is a personal choice and it is a legal
activity. A large minority of the students,
faculty, and staff atWMCL smoke and very
few of these people will decide to quit this
lawful activity simply because of the ban.
The current ban on smoking in the
building claims that in the past, smoking
lounges with ventilation were tried and found
wanting as complaints about the stench
persisted. This is not entirely true. The
most recent "lounges" were two small rooms
adjacent to the old library. One had an
antique electric fan, the other had no fan.
Neither room had windows. Before that, a
spare classroom on the third floor was des
ignated as the smoker's lounge. While this
room had windows, the ventilation con
sisted of an old grease fan from a kitchen
that was designated to take grease out ofthe
air- it was ill21 designed to ventilate a
smoking lounge.
The administration's analysis about
ventilation systems is belied by the every
day experience we have all had while eating
in restaurants with smoking and nonsmok
ing sections. A good example is the Baker's
Square restaurant on Milton and Grand.
Restaurants that want both smokers and
nonsmokers have successfully found ap
propriate ventilation systems that
accomodate both groups.
Reasonable accomodati.on is not too
much to ask for in view ofthe time, money,
and effort put into this place by students,
faculty and staff who smoke. We urge
every concernced smoker and every con
cerned nonsmoker to contact administra
tion personnel, and to request that a bona
fide smoking lounge with appropriate ven
tilation be established. Thank you.

Liz Carlson
Pat Gulhrl•

L1nn Uth•
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Diversity -::/=- Excellence
by Craig Shriver
nearly impossible. So the most useful conit really succeeds because of the academic
structs tend to focus on smaller groups. For excellence of each individual member.
example, a black woman in her mid twenties
In contrast to these homogeneous instilivingin urban Atlanta with no cifildren~ mti~ SODE schools argue that a diverse stusents a manageable .constmct On the other dent ood}"afld faculty promotes academic exhand, the An:ierican male, as a discreet group,
cellence. Theycontendthatexposuretoblacks,
probabJyrgin:sents11n.unmanage.ableeoostruct
whites, women, .:iren, hwnsexuals. or wbatB8$ic;ally, a construct claiming to iyiply to all evermikess111denrsawareoft1:ie~cademitallyrelevant diverse views each group allegedly
females, all males, all lesbians or any other very
large grot!!) ~ l e critically scrutinired. It
has. But the burden. of persuasion rests with
couldbea stere.Qtype.in disguise.
thosewhowouldchailge,,.andtbeproponentsof
Attempting to implement a meaningful
diversity have not yet satisfied this burden.
system of selection based on broad group affili- Indeed, one of the biggest criticisms leveled
ation isJutile. To render such a system fair and against diversity notes an absence of an articuaccurate, one must isolate what attributes each lated,persuasiveplandescribinghowthediverse
race or gender has and articulate how those benefits will flow from an operable definition
attributes will benefit the larger group in which of diversity.
membetship is sought. :But since isolating aod
Firsr;there is no definition specifyicigjust
identifying tbeattributes ofbroad groups tends
whal groups ~ ''div~." This absence is a
to result in unmanageableoonstrocLS.or~
critical fault Efow broad or narrow should
~such a.5J~temis by~ very nature nearly
tliese groups be? Would .all Asians comprise
impracticable. No group can realistically atone group, er should Asians besubdi:videdmto
bm::lj?t to recruit membm wi_th de.wabie at- Presbyterian Chinese, Lutrunn.HmQo~ and
tributes simply by .attending 10 race, gender, Jewisli fapaoese? Second, no effod has beeo
sema1 prefereooe, or what have yo1L
.maae to.det¢:rmiae what aca~eally-.relevam
Being fair, some groups do select mem- information each memberb~ l>Y virtueofhi:sor
hers from aparticular group and succeednicely.
~ inclusion in a partitular group. Are there
For example, all female colleges appear ro 'an.y tcliable gcqup b ~ constructs showing
P}OOUce scholars at least as good as any g~del' shared informatipn within each group? 'Third,
neutral collegy. The samels true for a variety no one fuls tlemonstrate.d that a particularacaof ill male colleges. Bu.t wbaumkes lbose del:niccalllDillnitycitherlaeksorwoallloooefit
institutions successful bas oolbing to do with from this hitherto n.oarticulamd information.
the gender of each of its student Indeed, these Does the institution lack what only these groups
schools recognize that the intellectual capaci- could offer? Fourth, the goal of diversity aptiesofmeo and womendonotdifferand theydo pears to be a proportional representation. Is
notconsidergenderafactorfordetermining the diversity really a politically-charged quota
academic merits of its applicants. Although proposition in disguise? But these unanswered
some may argue that the schools' homogenous questions shouldsmprise no one. Isolating and
atmosphere contributes the most to its success, identifying meaningful diverse groups risks
SEPTEMBER, 1991

either stereotyping or creating unmanageable
constructs. Moreover, no memberofaperceived
status group has exc}usive access to any aca
demically relevant information by virtue of
being a member of that group. Again, gender,
race, sexual preference or what ever are totally
irrelevant to academic excellence.
Academic excellence aside, some insti
wtions argue that their diversity programs cor
rect an historical imbalance in the academic
community through proportional representa
tion. An academic instibltion, especially one at
the graduate level, is not a tool for social and
political engineering. Forcing proportional
representation upon and academic institution
requires its formal recognitioe 0f a sensitive
political view. Granted, academic institutions
do have social and political effects. Almost
everything does. But these effects should re
main unfocused and neutral. An academic
institution,asacenterfortheobjective,genuine
pursuit of knowledge, must remain a neutral
constant in the forever changing political and
social winds. Once an academic institution
begins riding the political winds, it loses its
objectivity, its credibility, and will suffer dearly
with each significant shift.
To summarize, any proportional repre
sentation system which attempts to categorize
people into broad stabls groups risks creating
unfairstereotypesandunmanageableconstructs.
This often leads to unskilled and biased judg
ments. Furthennore, breaking down large
groups into clearly identifiable and discreet
subgroups leads to accurate and manageable
constructs, yet also leads to the political ques
tion of what subgroups warrant proportional
representation. Since academic institutions
should avoid political issues on principle, they
should not adopt proportional representation
systems. Instead, they should admit prospec
tive members on the merits, using objective
standards clearly relevant to academic excel
lence.
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A Quiet Repose

·YOUR WMCL

by-Sue M. Nip•

STUDENT ID

The following poem.is reprinted with _permission by the author; it was originally
reprinted in theMay/Jtmel991issue ofWomen Work:andWelfare' s newsletter, "Poor
Times."
When I first read the poem, it spoke volumes to me. I recalled 1974, the first year of
my marriage, when I was in school andmy husband's income was $285lmo. p~g peas
at DeKalb's plantin DeKalb Illinois. Ourrent was $250/mo. and we wereoniooa stamps.
It also spoke tome because of what I have experienced as a woman in the workforce. On
one of my first job inrecv:iews. I was asked if my husband would letme have this job. if I
w_as pregnam, how many children I had now and how many childten I was p1anni:ng on_
having. On another job interview, I was asked.if my husband w9uld letmedrive the 40
miles from my fiome to the job. IL also SPQke to meregarding a _personal.relationship I had
witfi a 39-ye.ar-cilil law student whoml trosted; be didn' fbolheI to tcllme up front I.bathe
had been having a five--year affair with a married woman, anothr,r law stndenL
This poem has a.lot ti:> say to us as ind1vidoals, as _potenti.al lawy~ and as members
of.society. Ibo_pe each of you will be able to see tfierefleclion ofmanywomen s. (and other
people's) realities and what part you play in that reality.
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Equal Opportuaity
How can you call this freedom?
Kids are starving every day.
Being brainwashed with the T.V.
thinking this is the only way.

ALL FOOD AND BEVERAGE,

ALL THE TIME!

How can the money in this country
go to just a few white men?
And the oppression and the violence on the
poor escalate again.

,. ONLY AT

Those white men making all the policy
never missed lunch in their lives.
Perhaps they're living in some fantasy
'bout owning houses, cars, and wives.
They don't share the same reality
of struggle, or how to make it through the week.
Class lines become a convenient blindfold;
I invite them all to take a peek.
(I don't see equal opportunity.
Womyn are beaten everyday;
but in my vision I see unity and action creating a
new way.)

777 GRAND AVENUE
221-0093

Kolby Solnlo

CHOOSE FROM:

AFTER COLLEGE... WHAn
It could be tough to find an entry level job in your
field-in the civilian sector.
But the Anny could start giving you experience
and responsibility right away. Your college major may
fit perfectly with one of our
over 240 job skills. Many
even pay acash bonus and
the loan repayment pro
gram can help pay off your
college loans.
You could enter at an
advanced rank, be better
prepared for promotions, even do graduate work in
your field while you serve.
Ask your Anny Recruiter
about this major opportunity.

AWARD-WINNING TH IN CRUST,

DEEP D ISH & STUFFED PIZZAS

APPETIZERS
ITALIAN FRIES

GARLIC BREAD

W H ITE PIZZA

BROCCH.1

BIG DIPPER

SPECIALTY PIZZA
PRIMAVERA

SOUTH OF THE BORDER:

SPINACH

VEGETARIAN

SALADS

WIN ES
BEERS
• •• AND MORE!

E AT IN
CARRYOUT
D E LIVERY

CALL 644-5688
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Minnesota -Justice Foundation to Hold Annual Fundraiser
nization whose primary purpose is to help meet the legal
needs of Minnesota's low income population. MJF was
formed in 1982, and its membership includes law students
from Hamline, the University of Minnesota, and William
Mitchell law schools; and lawyers form private and public
interestlawfirms. Eachmemberiscommittedtousingtheir
knowledge and skills to advance the public interest and
individual rights through advocacy of our legal system.
Among MJF's major goals are supporting the legal repre
sentation of the poor, preservation of our environment and
natural resources, representation of consumers, protection
of constitutional and civil rights, and assisting the victims
of crime, negligence, or discrimination in the assertion of
their legal rights.
Through volunteers from the three area law schools
MJF coordinated more than four. thousand hours of Pro
Bono (Clerk-For-A-Case} work in the 1990-1991 school
year. The program more than tripled the number of people
that assisted and the size of the volunteer staff since it was
first started nine years ago. This reflects both the increasing
needs of low-income clients and their lawyers, and the
response of students interested in participating in the pro
gram.
Monies from this year's fundraiser will be used to
sponsor summer clerkships and school-year volunteer op-

The MinnesotaJ ustice Foundation (MJF) is holding its
annual fundraiser October 16, 1991, in'the Azor Ballroom
at Gaviidae Common in Minneapolis. The featured speaker
at this year's fund.raiser is Esther R. Lardent, Chief Consult
antto the American Bar Association's Postconviction Death
Penalty Representation Project and founder of the Volun
teer Lawyers Project of the Boston Bar Association, who
will speak on "Pro Bono and Private Practice -Are the Two
Compatible?". As the first director ofthe Volunteer Lawyers
Project, Lardent pioneered the concept of professionally
organized pro bono programs by developing the case ac
ceptance, placement and follow-up systems utilized by
most of the existing pro bono clinics around the country.
Minnesota Justice Foundation Outstanding Public
Service Awards will be presented to:
Susan L. Carroll, Managing Attorney of The
Legal Aid Society of Minneapolis, Inc. - Northside
Office (Legal Services Category).
.
Patricia W. Dolentz, Sole Practitioner, SL Cloud,
Minnesota (Private Practice Lawyer Category)
Peter Catanzaro, University of Minnesota Law
School (Law Student Category).
The MinnesotaJusticeFoundation is a non-profit orga-
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BY DEANE M. ROE, SBA CHAIR

Here's some news for you: most of the
work and development which occurs at
WMCL is done within one of the faculty
committees. These committees are listed
on page 74 of the 1991-1992 student
handbook.
As thenames of the committees suggest,
they handle everything from Academic
Affairs (policies regarding swdentacademic
standing) to Faculty Tenure (evaluation of
faculty, and modification of the tenure cri
teria).

The other thing readily apparent from
the list in the handbook is that most of these
committees have swdent representatives.
These representatives are appointed each
year by the Student Bar Association. They
are full voting members of the committee
and share in the work-load with the rest of
the committee members.
The student rep's for this year to the
respective committees are:

V N A L 0 T

AradmJic Affairs

T ·A E V A N

Darryl Mitchell
Deane Roe

H C N A R F C R 0

w

portunities. MJF' s programs give area law students the
opportunity to work with Minnesota agencies serving low
income clients and government agencies while gaining
practical legal experience. Support from local law firms,
corporations, and charitable foundations make possible the
Summer Clerkship Program arid Pro Bono Projects which
continue throughout the year.
Honorary sponsors of this year's fundraiser include:
Hamline University School of Law; the Univer
sity of Minnesota Law School; William Mitchell Col
lege of Law; the Honorable Walter F; Mondale; the Hon
orable Donald F. Fraser, Mayor of Minneapolis; the
Honorable James Scheibel, Mayor of St. Paul; Sheryl
Ramstad Hvass, President of the Hennepin County Bar
Association; Daniel J. Cole, JR., President ofthe Ramsey
County Bar Association; Robert J. Monson, President of
the Minnesota Bar Association.
This year's MJF Local Board Members are: Amelia
Buharin, President; Maureen Kelly, Vice-President; Tom
Bailey, Secretary; Eric Steeves, Treasurer.
Students interested in joining MJF orattending the Fall
Fund.raiser, may contact one ofthese individuals or Theresa
MUITay Hughes, MJF Executive Director, at 625-1584.

Student Admissions
Arthur Sutton
Charles Oliver

Advisory Committee on
Harassment & Discrimination
Tarryl Clark
Caroline Simonsen

Placement
-no student rep
Itis the clear purpose ofhaving student
representatives on these committees to pro
vide student input to the issues which come
before the respective committee. Therefore,
knowing who is on the committees allows
all of us to bring whatever input to the
appropriate individual.
This does not preclude anyone from
bringing a concern to a faculty or staff
member on the committee. Also, I hope that
bringing these committees to your attention
spmks a curiosity or interest in the work
done by a committee. Don't hesitate to taJk
to someone.on a committee to findoutmore
about what they do.
Fmally, if you are interested in serving
as a representative on a committee for next
year, you would do well to become familiar
with the committee in which you are inter
ested. When the next SBA Chair is elected
this Spring, contact the person with your
interest.

AwJoinbnents

Can you find the hidden legal tenns?
ABATE
ACT OF GOD
AGENCY
ARBITRATION
BAILMENT
CAVEAT EMPTOR
CONSIDERATION
DAMAGES
DE~D
DURESS
EASEMENT
ESCROW
ESTOPPEL
FELON

FRANCHISE
LIEN
MARTIAL LAW
NOVATION
PATENT
PRIVITY
PROBATE
PROOF
PROXY
REMEDY
SUBPOENA
SUMMONS
TORT
TRUST

Steven Sidwell
Katherine Gray

PUZZLE ANSWER

Currkptmp &Librazy
Carol Bauss
Tammy Fredrickson

Buildin~s & Grounds

-no student reps
~

Maureen Kelly
Michael North

Full-time & A<1junct Faculty
Deveio.1,menJ
SueNipe
Craig Shiver

Minorit.v Affaj[S
J:;>eabie-Job:nston
DarcylMitbche.ll.c
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C aos- t's a Fair Fair
by Bonni• and Clyde
(Note: the names herein have been changed to protect
the innocent, unless ofcourse they 're real people, in which
case they're guilty of being generally bad people. Any
coincidence between any character herein and any person
or professor is purely intentional.)
For those of you fortunate enough to attend this year's
(or any year's for that matter) Minnesota State Fair, this
story will bring a tear to your eyes as you recall the naive
beauty of the "Great Minnesota Get Together." For those
of you wiser than the rest of us, or those merely forsaking
sucb-a-sfimulating experience until you feel you are mature
enough to handle the complex intellectual, emotional and
physical demands of this timeless event, this story will
tmdoubtedly fill you with jealousy, shame, and feelings of
inadequacy. Don't worry though, there are only about three
hundred and fifty days, eight orso exams, some meaningless
written exercises, and yet another hellish winter (which
doesn't actually occur if you entomb yourself in the bowels
of the Warren Burger Penitentiary) to wrestle with tmtil
next year's sure-to-be-unimproved version. For first-year
students with too much "white space," attendance at the
Fair is a fine addition to the "Legal Experience" section of
your resume.
This year's fair started off on the left foot (as is the
custom with your co-hosts) at the new bicycle loL Practic
ing ecological correctness (actually, we're quite practiced
at it and decided to employ our technique in an actual
competitive setting), we decided to infuriate all the Min
nesotans who drove, only to pay five dollars a piece for the
privilege of parking a mile from the fair (which is probably
only half a mile from their house). Upon locking our bikes
in the heavily guarded bike compound, we proceeded to
"lay a foundation" for the day-no, we didn't go get a
Pronto Pup. We designated a meeting spot in the event we
became unleashed from each other. Being law students, i.e.
sexually deprived, we quickly and easily settled on the
fair's tribute to phallic architecture, the "Needle." (What
the hell do they call that thing?)
Our first stop took us to the all-new Recycling ExhibiL
For those of you who missed it, it wasn't the newly
instituted containers for recycling cups, but a statistician's
dream display, including a simplified display regarding the
complex process of manufacturing new glass from old
glass, a complex display regarding the simple process of
separating glass for curbside recycling (for those ofus who
still don't get, or worse, who get it but don't do it), and an
innovative use of used tires which resembled astro-turf.
(Whatever happened to those old tire swings on the play
grotmd? Maybe the SBA could look into putting a few of
those in the day-care playground and letting us students use
them on occasion, like when I want to experience the
sensations that Professor Bishop's tax class produces.)
Next it was on to the Armed Forces Recruiting Center
so that we could repent for our Persian Gulf War trans
gressions and offer our superior weapon talents (more on
that later) inthenext display ofmachoisticdisputeresolution.
(Did you doubt there would be another?) Unfortunately, we
were turned away as unworthy because one of us couldn't
keep~ fingers out of the earth tones make-up.
Proceeding to the 4-H building, we veered slightly off
course for a stop at the nearest deep-fryer. (For next year's
neophytefair-goers,don'tworry,you'reprobablystanding
in line anyway.) Once there, we politely declined the gut
buster, arteriosclerosis option, instead settling for a mere
potmdof sawratedpotatoes. Arrivingatthenewlyrenovated
4-H exhibit, we were both amazed and distressed at the
quality of work performed by our state's youngsters. New
this year was a presentation ofhome-made clothes, including
one outfit comprised ofa University ofMichigan sweatshirt
and cotton pants, which looked frightenly similar to clothes
that could be bought at your local Daytons, yet somehow
received a ribbon. Of course, this only teaches our children
that honesty is worth about as much as Wade Wilson after
throwing three interceptions on opening day. (Hey, speaking
of (pseudo) sports, don't forget to stop at the bank and talce
the Homer Hanky out of the safe deposit box.)
A dry spot in our throats, we went off in search ofsome
fresh-squeezed lemonade, and summarily met up with our
first wrongful lemonade case of the day. 666 U.S. 666
(1991) (Rehnquist, dissenting). We should have suspected
something when the carton (a bad omen in and of itselt)
indicated that the liquid inside was a "Real Dairy Product''
in fact, now that we think about it, we did see Rudy
Boschwitz lurking arotmd Adhering to our belief in a
balanced diet, Bonoie indulged in an ear of grilled com
submerged in what was once a solid emulsion of fat glob-
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oles, air and water, and was now in a melted state.
Desiring to make this an educational experience, we
wandered over to one of the two main political party's
booths (not that there's much difference between the two
parties) for a chat with a woman from the Coalition to End
Violence Against Women (not the Violence AgainstWomen
Coalition as the t-shirt says). If you've got a spare dollar or
two, they could really use the money. (Call the DFL for the
phone number.)
Fmally, themomentneitherof us had been waiting for
- the compulsory Midway Visit, including one ride and one
game. Anticipating a survivable ride on the Octopus, ·
Bonnie changed the rules on me at the last minute, and
decided, both of us being second year students and all, that
we should save forty-five cents and ride the apparently
mechanically-sotmd Typhoon. Forty-five minutes later,
Bonnie having screamed virtually the entire time, I felt as
if I had just sat down for my first torts exam.
Lacking a direction (our problem in general), we
decided it was time to introduce Bonnie to Cheese Curds.
Qyde, outofthe goodness ofhis heart, and because Bonnie
would probably use his money to buy them anyway, led the
way to the Food Building (imagine room 201 a couple of
weeks ago with the doors closed and fifty too many people
inside) so that Bonnie could experience the Cheese Curd
process from start to-oh, wait a minute, that was all she
needed to see. We settled for some falafel sandwiches
prepared by a staunch supporter of NORML. Fresh; hot
chocolate chip cookies were a perfect conclusion to our
(g)astronomical (price-wise) adventure.
Having been denied the opportunity to demonstrate
what he could do with an automatic weapon (really lieuten
ant, it's not like I littered or anything, and besides, the
charges were dropped) Bonnie and Clyde headed back to
the Midway. Plunking down their money, they lined up
behind our squirt guns and took aim at the clown's mouth.
Bonnie, being in a state of intense concentration, didn't

notice when Clyde turned the gun in her direction. Unfor
tunately, the game operator happened to bein the path ofthe
water, and Qydebecame the first person in (recorded) state
fair history to be disqualified from a Midway game. How
ever, due to the severe humiliation resulting from the event,
Qyde, being a nonnal red-blooded American, and law
sbJdent to boot, filed an IIED claim against the game
operator and "everybody in sight" (Dobbs, Tons, some
where between the first and last pages).
Realizing that we had overstayed our welcome (which
doesn't really make any sense because attendance at the
State Fair is a right, hell it's an obligation, not merely a
privilege) we strolled back to our bikes, showed the requisite
nine forms of picwre ID and rode silently ·off into the
darkness, each of us alone with our cogitations (Bonnie: I
should have bought some Cheese Curds, they didn't look
that bad; Clyde: What do they call that damn needle thing?).
(Postscript: Bonnie and Clyde will continue to spit out
this mindless drivel if you don't submit materials to your
paper. If you can't write, give us an idea and we'll twist it
all around and still cite you-speaking of cites, ~sn't it
piss you off that Blue Book citation foim no longer requires
parallel citation, especially after you spent the summer
trying to find the original reporter cites for those hundred
year-old cases for your law review casenote? Anyway,
submit an article orwe'llhave to continue with this column,
not that that's bad because we all need some way to keep
insane arolDld here.)
(Heyfirstyears-allyouneedtoknowforcontracts
is the "H" doctrine. The first first-year student who can
correctly identify the doctrine and its elements wins a six
pack of Lienenkugel's, unless you want something else
worth about three and a half bucks. Submit the answer to
Qyde at the Opinion office.)
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The 11iirteenth Amendment in Action
IIJJoha Bacll. .n
"When/our farmworkers confronted a
farm labor contractor about nonpayment of
their back wages, the contractor called in
his "henchmen" to beat two ofthe workers.
One worker was thrown through a third
floorwindowandwasknocked unconscious.
He suffered cracked vertebrae in his neck
ar.,dtemporary partialparalysis in hislimbs.
He has had to undergo extensive physical
therapy." -Georgia Legal Services,
Farmworkers Division, peach worker.client
files.

"U.S. Representative_ Butler Derrick
(D-S.C., Assistant Majority Whip) said
peach farmers... told him "there isn't any
justification" for the [US Department of
lAbor] strike team and the lAbor Depart
ment "is just fishing for violations."

Au&nsta Chronicle, July 8, 1990.
&lgefield County SheriffBilly Parker
on why he does not raid the peach camps
more often: "The peach industry is the
biggest industry in the county. You don't
want to beat on them too bad. "-An&Qsta
Chropicle, July 10, 1990.
"Idon't go to the camps. "-F.dgefield
County, South Carolina millionaire peach
farmer and auto dealer, J .H. Satcher, Jr.
When I took a summer clerkship with
the Farmworkers Division of Georgia Le-

How I Spent My Summer Vacation
galServices(GLS)inTtfton,Georgia(I- 75
turnoff to the Okeefenokee Swamp), I did
notexpect to have to deal with the suicide of
a client, a murder of a second client and a
third client with a hibnan after him (he saw
bis crewleader paying offthe county sheriff
and claimed he knew where the bodies were
buried on the farm), at least not all in same
week. I knew working with homeless mi
grants (99 percent single black males, many
with serious substance abuse problems and
functionally illiterate) would not be a waltz
through the pile carpets of a securities law
firm but neither was I ~ady for migrant
housing that has lime placed around it to
keep the smell down or the potter' sfield for
migrants with gravestones marked "Un
known Black Male."
Yes, I learned legal writing, legal re
search and interviewing skills but, more
importantly, I learned the thirteenth
amendment is a living reality for hundreds
if not thousands of people in this country
every day. Please do not let your Con Law
Liberties professor gloss over slavery in the
United States today.
Go to Trinity Church in Atlanta and
stare into the faces ofresignation among the
500 people in the soup line every day. Go
to camps where 14 people live in a two-
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bedroom trailer, where the toilet is a bucket
in the corner, where a worker sleeps on the
kitchen table because there are not enough
beds and where thirty to forty hogs are kept
just outside the door. Go eat grits, rice,
beans, and turkey necks for every meal for
weeks at a time. Watch the crack and wine
being given out on credit by the labor con
tractors while the farm owners turn a blind
eye. Go and come back and try to tell me
there is no genocide against black males in
this nation. Try to tell me that slavery ended
in 1865. Try it. Make my day.
This is the way the game is played:
Recruiters drive around to the homeless
shelters and parks in the big cities in the
South. They promise the dust of the earth
some enormous sum- usually $200 per
week or even more (!) plus free room,
board, wine and crack. When you have
been homeless long enough, a minimum
wagejob can seem like the pot ofgold at the
end of the rainbow. The recruiter drives
them to the wilds of South Carolina or
southern Georgia. When the migrants step
out of the van they are immediately told
they owe money for food, $40-50per week.
There is no place to buy daily necessi
ties except from the crewleader. It is a four
or five mile walk each way to town. Want
some toilet paper? That will be a dollar per
roll but you can get it on credit. Need some
smokes? $2.50perpackforgenerics. Need
a brew after work? $7.50 for a six-pack.
Need a dinner plate? You can rent one for
only $6.00 per week. We'll take care ofall
of your daily needs. Just don't expect to
ever get out of debt or to ever get paid By
the way, don'tever expect to leave until you
have paid what you owe me. If you do, my
boys, otherwise known as the "Rottweil
ers," will talce every fuggin' penny out of
your hide. Hot? I know it is almost 100
today, butyou have another l/2milerow of
weeds to hoe before lunch.
Do you want to know just bow far it's
gone? I pulled the following incidents out
of the GLS files:
When a fannworker disputed his sal
ary, the farm labor contractor strangled him
so severely thatbe didnotregain conscious
ness until thenextmoming. The pressure of
the contractor's choke hold ruptured the
blood vesseJs in the farmworlret's eyes.
The attending physician stated be was fortunate to still be alive. W ~ said the
contractor wrapped a robber hose around
the farmworlrer' s neck afterbe was already
unconscious. The contractor then dragged
him around the migrant camp by the neck.
Thisparticularcontractorisstillinbusiness.
When another farmworker asked for
his birthday off, a fann labor contractor
pusbedhimoutofthebackdoorofthelabor
camp bus and beat him while he was lying
on the ground. He later threatened the
worker with a brick. This farmwOiker has
been blind in one eye for many years. He
now has double vision in his other eye as a
result of the bearing.
In the onion fields ofsouthern Georgia,
a farm labor contractor held a shotgun to a
farmworker' s throat when be requested
payment of his wages. The farmworker
suedthecontractoroverthisincidenl While
the ~ was pending, the farm labor con
tractor and three other men dragged the
fannwOiker out of bed by the legs. They
pulledhimintothewoods where they kicked
him and beat him with oak branches and a
pipe. While beating him in front of eight
witnesses, the farm labor contractor vowed
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to "keep him [in the woods], because we
gonna beatbis ass all day." Thefarmworker
suffered two broken legs, a broken arm and
a broken collarbone. The farm labor con
tractor and one of his henchmen were both
sentenced to 17 years in prison. They will
be out in eight years with good behavior.
A Georgia farmworker announced that
hewasgoingtoreportafarmlaborcontractor
and her brother to the local police for un
derpaying the workersand fordealing crack.
While he was walking to the police station,
fourmenjumped out ofthe back ofa pickup
and beat him with baseball bats and sticks.
Thenien stole the money be had managed to
save and threw him in a ditch before driving
away. The officer angrily told him to "get
out of town." He spent the next three days
sleeping in the woods while walking to the
nearest city.
I wish I could say these are isolated
incidents. They are noL I wish I could say
this is a passing thing. It is noL It has been
going on for generations. So what is the
government doing about this? Precious
little. The farmers look at OSHA and US
OOL fines as a cost of doing business.
When you have five square miles of peach
orchards, what does a $4,500 judgement
' mean? Diddly. When you call Strom
Thurmond on the phone and have him get
the heat off your back, what do you care?

NotawiL
When it costs the colDlty $350,000 per
year to take care of injured and destitute
migrants but the top eight peach farmers
pay a total of only $25,000 per year in
property taxes, why worry about tuben:ulo

sis and parasites among your workers?
When you know there is only one part-time
US OOL farm labor compliance officer in
the whole state what are the odds ofgetting
caught? Zippo. Yes, ten of eleven recent
suits against growers have either settled
before trial or resulted in defaultjudgments
against fanne~. But if ittakes a year or two
to settle and the clients have no permanent
addresses, how is GLS supposed to find
them to give them their awards? Yes, GLS
has gotten judgments of up to $125,000
against contractors. But if the contractors
take all their earnings in cash, how are you
going to collect? What good does it do to
get a $60,000 default judgement and strip a
farm labor contractor of bis license if be
goes mi doing business without missing a
beat? You can always give some poor sod
a few rocks and get a new license in his
name. It y.,ill take a year or more for the
complaintandappeal process to work before
he loses that license.
Pleasedonottbinkthatlamhopelessly
cynical andhave decided to go into banking
law. Deathrowimnatesareprobablyoneof
the few grou~ that need legal assistance
more than farmworlcers. I want to go back
and fight Legal Services can sometimes
litmilly make a life and death difference. It
is wbatreal lawyering is all abouL There is
an NBC "Expooe" segment coming up on
migrant exploitation.. Watch itanddo some
southern farmworkers a favor-boycott
South Carolina peaches and Georgia onions.

John Bachman is the vice president of
the WMCL Natio114_l 1Awyers Guild.
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Scotch For AU Ages"'
Inspiration has dealt me a swift and mighty blow! As
a pen leapt into my outstretched hand, thoughts of Dick
Cabrera's food review came to mind. It has come to my
attention, as things often do, that the average first year
student whilst pondering their future, rarely enters thought
with one of life's most essential tools ... a good glass of
scotch. Who, I thought, is better to take up the challenge
then myself? Many, I responded. But none with a bottle so
near!
I take up the challenge with glass in hand and nostrils
and taste-buds at the ready! Listen close, first and second
year students alike, as we venture into the world ofScotch!
Themost satisfying means ofstarting on our adventure
is to have the proper drinking apparatus. My favorite is a
Strauss Whiskey Set in crystal glass. A fine set can be
obtained at Daytons for a reasonable price. Having the
proper glass adds an aura of satisfaction which could not
possibly be obtained by an inferior specimen of a glass.
Now, on to the main course! For the naive scotch
drinker, there are two general varieties, blended scotch and
single malts. Small Scottish children and baby goats drink
blended scotch. Cunning lawyers and alcoholic accountants
drink single malts. What. you may ask, is the difference
between the two? As the name implies, ablendisanumber
ofsingle malts mixed together to form a flavor distinct from
any of its components. Often, the blend is based primarily
on a specific single malt, with less reliance on several other .
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whiskies. A.singlemaltis just that, there is but one whisky,
pure and true to the senses.
The first bottle we shall indulge upon is a blended
scotch thatmost are familiar with, 21 year-0ld Chivas. This
blend is bottled and distilled by Chivas Brothers Ltd. out of
Aberdeen, Scotland. Thisdistilleryhasexistedsince 1801.
As of publication of this article, a 750 ml bottle sells for
approximately $85.99.
How, you may ask. could poor Lanny the law student
afford such a drink? He can't, you probably cannot, and
thus I will spend little space on this fine beverage. [For
those who are still curious, the bottle was a gift from one
who was desparate to suck-up to poorLanny] It bears little
difference in taste to that of a 12 year-0ld bottle of Chivas,
which costs considerably less. But, this 21 year old nectar
is soothing to the senses! It provides a smooth road to
scotch nirvana. Ithas a bolder taste than any bar scotch [real
scotch drinkers do not drink or even acknowledge bar
scotch, yuck!] but falls significantly short of the flavor ofa
single malt
Thesecondbottleisasinglemaltthatevenmostscotch
drinkers are unfamiliar with. It is named Laphroaig, which
is pronounced "La-Froyg". I owe the pleasure of the bottle
next to me to an attorney I have been working for lately.
This scotch is from a remote island in the Western Isles of
Scotland. Its name means "the beautiful hollow by the
broad bay." This scotch sells itself as "The most richly

Food Talk t+·M # M$M$1•
1

This column is going to talce a very specific, and
opinionated (in the Opinion? Sure.) direction. I am going
to look at "the most important meal of the day" (according
to my mother, and probably yours) ... breakfast.
Frankly, I could never get too excited about breakfast
Oh, I know it is important to get a good start on the day. If
you're Norwegian itmighteven include ''brain" food (fish).
But I usually wanted to grab my coffee and run. Either that,
or I was in the grip of some dietary regimen (the grapefruit
diet, the whiskey diet, etc.) and breakfast was too predict
able. There was simply nothing exciting about it
Now, I discovered, in more recent years, th.at there are
some interesting, even potentially good breakfast treats (or
delights) out there. So, again ranging within the 15 minute
distance, nutrition, economy, andtaste limits I haveimposed
on myself, I sought out the options that attracted me (and,
I hope please you).
Two ofmyfavorite places stretch the 15 minutedistance
factor. I'll mention them in passing as I discuss what I call
the three classes ofbreakfast providers. These are the full
service, sit-down meal, the fast food meal, and the special
treat breakfasts. I'll cover some of the latter this time, and
say more on the others on another occasion.
The latter "treats" are those early morning foods that
one may partake ofon the run, or at leisure (as at one's desk
or carrel [excuse the heresy, no one eats at carrels these
days .. .right?]). I refer to doughnuts, croissants, bagels, and
their milk. I am not given to enjoying sweets, especially
early in the day, but admit that there are some exceptions.
Oneofmyfavoriteplacesforbagelsorcroissantsisjust
out of the 15 minute range. Or just in it if you bave a
"Monstro V-12", .cpmp~ with fuzz buster! Steal.th.paint
job, vertical take-off, androcket power. The b,estplaee for
these foods is Gelpe's Old World Bakery (they should
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move from Hennepin to ourneighborhood). Since we can't
texture.
Neither bakery puts out an oily croissant, rather they
all go to Gelpe's, how about our local hot spots?
both have, to one degree or another , a light and buttery
Well, everybody has bagels. They might be called an
flavor. Trung Nam's raisin roll is a delight It is both
"in" food. Some even make breakfast bagel sandwiches
substantial and delicious. It may have more of a "pure"
(like Burger King, yuk!!). To me, the best.lowll (emphasis)
croissant flavor than some of the other choices.
bagel place is Bruegger's at 796 Grand Avenue. This is
A La Francaise's raisin roll compares favorably to
their closest location to us.
Trung Nam Franch Bakery's. It is a bit sweeter, but its
Consistently fresh and tasty, their bagels are good as is,
sweetness compliments its texture perfectly. Both bakeries or complimented by one or another of their blended cream
cheeses. Try anyoftheir"special" cream cheeses; ortrymy
have excellent apple croissants. In each case there is nottoo
favorite, th_e vegetable cream cheese on a salt bagel. This
much filling, the flakiness is a textural delight. and they
amply sized for the price.
is a tasty "treat'' breakfast, and not bad nutritionally (my
opinion, remember).
Also in the treat category are cookies, doughnuts and
Croissants have also reached the status ofan "in" food.
sweet rolls. Now, an occasional sugar fix is o.k., but not f<'>r
And they are also widely available, including, inevitably, as breakfast (another lesson from my mother... I don't even
breakfast "sandwiches" (Arby's, etc, yuk!!). Rather than
like pancakes). Bread and Chocolate, in the mall at Grand
having them in some meat-(or who knows what)stuffed
and Victoria, is an example ofthe breakfast sugar ful. They
havetempting-lookingcookiesandrolls,but,forme,there's
(and ruined) state, I looked for the best taste in some plain,
justtoo much sugar there (besides, this place is too trendy...
unadorned forms.
I can't stand trendy).
I looked beyond the major, commercial suppliers like
SuperAmerica, Woullet and Napoleon's are other
McGlynn's and Rainbow. I found croissant heaven very
nearby examples of the sweet roll, doughnut, and cookie
close by . I found it at A La Francaise on Lexington and
University andTrungNamFrench Bakery intheMinnehaha choices available. Maybe for a coffee break, bot not for
Shopping Center, just west of Milton and Minnehaha
breakfast The latter two are over-rated anyway; Ibey are
As with all my taste trials, I review a meal more than too pricey for the lack of nutrition in their prodUdS.
Thebottomlinetodayisthatsweetsdonotmakeagreat
once before recommending it (is itany wonder I am alway~
dieting?). I confess that the croissants atboth these bakeries
breakfast choice. There are too many empty calories, ~
drew me back several times more than is usual. There is
often too much fat for good health. The price and the
conveniencemightbegood,butitisn'tworththeendresult.
simply no comparison with other bakeries that I have tried
( although I haven't tried them all yet).
·
Maybe treatfoods are not the bestoption. This is something
The prices are nearly identical, so no need to compare
to explore nexttime. Meanwhile, ifyoumusteaton the run,
this. The quality is very high at both bakeries. The best
or at your desk. etc., try those bagels and croissants reccomparison is taste and, to a slight degree, nutrition. Good . ~ended as the best option of their sort
·
croissant nutrition, to me, means a light, not oily, taste mid

are

Movie Column e+-w
Ree;ardingHeruy:AStrongMessagebutaWeakStory.
Some of you may have already seen the movie &:.
e;acdine; Herny and so you may not have need for another
review. But I offer mine for your comparison, your en
tertainment. or for you to simply ignore. (Go ahead. See if
I care.) For those of you who haven't seen it I suggest that
you read my review, be sure of what you will use your law
degree for, and then go see the movie.
The movie, Ree;ardine; Hemy, is at best an attempt by
its writers to imitate Charles Dickens when he penned A
Christmas Carol. Atworstitis acute little movie thatallows
its viewers to see what the mother ofWarren Beatty's child
looks like. (Warren has good taste!)
Henry has it all; a prestigious career, a beautiful home,
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flavoured of all Scotch whiskies" and lives up to this billing
with a smokey zeal that would be frightening were the
pleasure not so overpowering.
This single malt is distilled and bottled in Scotland by
O. Johnston & Co. at the Laphroaig Distillery on the Isle of
Islay. A 750 ml bottle sells for approximately $24.79. A
very reasonable price for the pleasure provided within.
The process py which Laphroaig is made gives it this
distinct taste. Malted barley is dried of a peat fire, which is
found only on the island of Islay. When this process was
first described to myselfby my employer, I sat in awe as he
seemed to have a religious experience while telling me of
the vigors of this drink!
Now, having tasted this nectar, I too get caught up with
thehistoryofLaphroaig. Withineachsiptherearecenturies
of ocean water lapping at the shore of the island of Islay.
:Each rolling in ofthe tide brings the saltwater onto the peat,
and the receding tide leaves the flavor of the ocean, to be
transferred into this most distinct scotch whisky. This peat
is used to make a fire, the smoke from which dries the
malted barley. This malted barley eventually transports
that rich, smokey flavor into a bottle of liquid tranquility.
I can waitno longer ... this writing has made me thirsty
and daylight has long ago been drowned by night I shall
return in future issues with a new scotch for each column.
For now, it is time to practice what I preach. Ah, the ring
of crystal as I prepare it for the pleasures of scotch whisky!
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nice clothes, plenty of money, a gorgegous wife, and a -· questionable. (That daughter neither looks nor acts like
respectful daughter. Henry is a streetwise, wily, unethical
Harrison Ford or Annette Boening). And the ending tries,
albeit unsuccesfully, to leave us panting for a Regardine;
New York lawyer and he is one of the best at what he does.
He literally robs from a poor, elderly couple after they have
Hemy II. (How will they ever afford the mortgage payment
been wronged by a large, corporate hospital.
on that beautiful, new house?)
·
Considering all of these faults the movie still has an
When Henry goes out to get a pack of cigarettes late
one evening he has one of those life-changing experiences
excellent message to convey. There are times when we
(in a much different ..vaythan you might think, though). The ~ should take a break, look around, and be sure that we aren't
working so hard toward our self-centered goals that we
experience offers Henry the opportunity to see how the fast
paced, win-at-any-cost, chew'em-up-and,.spit-'em-out
forget the values thatmake us a tj.'lilized society. We all
iifestyleJsn't all it"s cracked up to be.
1DIJSt live together so we should enjoy it, especially gong.There are-plenty ofgaps in.the storyline. (Qntone whQ · : , ho law students. T~ tonight off. Go se.e a movie.
is learning to read really progress from children'sbook to ·
a legal case brief in a day?) Some of the actors are
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7. Tuition Freeze -A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI_course.
The deposit also entitles you to the
use of a set of MBR/BRI outlines,
which can then be traded in for the
most current set when you take the
review course.

And for good reasons...
1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includessome of the top
law professors in the country, sum as
Charles H. Whitebread, David
Epstein, and John Nowak.
2. Comprehensive Outlines Every area tested on the bar exam is
covered completely, in a concise and
understandable format.

8. Selected Law Lectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI
offers videotaped presentations to
help you prepare for final exams.
Admission is free to all students.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams are
graded and extensively critiqued for
both substance and style.

9. $25.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 discount when
signing up for our Professional
Responsibility Review Course.

4. Mini-Review Program - The
three day Mini-Review program is
held at the end of the regular course.
It includes capsulized multistate
outlines and additional lectures on
each multistate subject for last
minute reinforcement.
-

10. Minneapolis Based Office -

Our Minneapolis headquarters is
open every business day to serve
you. With MBR/BRI, you will get
answers, not recordings.

6. Excellent Facilities and
Convenient Location - The 1992
5. Day or Evening Classes MBR/BRI course will again be held
During our.summer course you have . at the College of St. Thomas,
O'Shaughnessy Educational Center,
the option or attfmcling live evening
the same location we have had for
or videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient. the past 19 years.

Now you know why, year after year,
Minnesota Bar Review/BRI, Inc. is
the number one choice for bar exam
preparation.

For more information, contact your
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL REPRESENTATIVES
Raymond Bonnabeau
Matt Hanzel
Jack Nelson

Pepper Wang
Daniel Seidel
Becky Dethmers

Minnesota
Bar Review/BRI, 1n·c.

MBR/BRi ... the leader in bar review.
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